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Abstract
Prospective memory (PM) is typically measured using keypresses in laboratory paradigms, which therefore assess only discrete,
stage-like processes. In the present study we manipulated focal and nonfocal PM cue conditions, as well as participants’ focus on
different aspects of the PM/ongoing task set, using the methodology to capture dynamic computer mouse movements. The
software captured mouse trajectories during lexical decisions and PM responses. We replicated many findings typical in the PM
literature, including the accuracy advantage for focal over nonfocal conditions and longer ongoing-task response times for
nonfocal conditions. Participants’ movement trajectories during PM responses revealed evidence for both spontaneous-
retrieval and strategic-monitoring processes in focal and nonfocal PM retrieval conditions. During trials suggestive of sponta-
neous retrieval, mouse trajectories initially went toward the typical ongoing-task response but turned mid-trajectory toward the
PM response field on the opposite side of the computer screen. In nonfocal conditions, these trajectory reversals had a wider arc
and took longer to complete, reflecting the likely greater retrospective retrieval requirements of nonfocal conditions. Regarding
what are more likely to be strategic-monitoring processes, a significant portion of responses traveled directly to the PM response
field, as though people were prepared to make such a response.
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Prospective memory (PM; Einstein & McDaniel, 1990) in-
volves remembering to fulfill an intention in the future, such
as remembering to deliver a message to a friend upon seeing
her or remembering to stop at the grocery store on the way
home from work. During such event-based PM, some stimu-
lus in the environment cues an intention that needs to be ful-
filled (e.g., seeing the grocery store sign). Event-based PM is
typically studied in the laboratory by engaging participants in
an ongoing task (e.g., lexical decisions) but giving them cues
(e.g., certain words or classes of words) that, when encoun-
tered, signal the participant to suspend the primary task and
fulfill a different intention (Einstein & McDaniel, 1990). For
example, when participants encounter a PM cue (e.g., horse),
they must recognize it as a cue and switch from making

word/nonword judgments to pressing a different key on the
keyboard. The likelihood of remembering to fulfill an inten-
tion varies depending on the task, how well embedded the
intention is, individual differences, and attentional processes
(Einstein & McDaniel, 2005; Smith, 2003; Uttl, White,
Gonzalez, McDouall, & Leonard, 2013).

Marsh, Hicks, Cook, Hansen, and Pallos (2003) specified
four distinct stages in the processing of event-based PM cues
encountered during some ongoing task: (a) recognizing the
cue as related to an intention, (b) verifying that the cue and
other aspects of the context meet the requirements for
responding, (c) retrieving the appropriate response action,
and (d) coordinating and executing the proper response to
the PM cue, to the ongoing task, or both (see also Graf, 2005,
for a similar perspective). As was discussed by Marsh et al.
(2003), a major drawback of the typical computerized para-
digm for measuring performance is that a single response to
the PM cue represents the culmination of these processes,
rather than allowing for distinctions among the processes
or for one or more of the processes to be isolated. We propose
that investigating mouse movements over time will afford a
better ability to reveal one or more of these processing
stages.
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Prospective memory and response dynamics

A relatively novel approach in PM is the use of mouse track-
ing, a methodology that records the x, y spatial coordinates
from computer mouse movements over time (e.g., Hehman,
Stolier, & Freeman, 2014; Scherbaum & Kieslich, 2018;
Spivey, 2007; Spivey & Dale, 2006). One example of soft-
ware that represents this methodology, which we used in our
research, is MouseTracker (Freeman & Ambady, 2010). This
software package samples information during mouse move-
ments at rates from 60 to 75 times per second. Another exam-
ple is Mousetrap (Kieslich & Henninger, 2017). Similar to
eyetracking, mouse-tracking allows researchers to document
dynamically unfolding cognitive events and the allocation of
overt attention (Johnson, Mulder, Sijbinga, & Hulsebos,
2012). Unlike eye movements, which must be averaged over
many trials to produce time-course estimates, mouse move-
ments offer continuous data (Magnuson, 2005), and are often
used when time-course information offers theoretical insight.
For example, mouse trajectories have revealed the time course
over which lexical competition is resolved, lending support to
continuous, over discrete, models of language processing
(Spivey, Grosjean, & Knoblich, 2005).

Mouse tracking has also been used to tap into real-time
processing during social categorization tasks. For example,
Freeman and Ambady (2010) presented participants with typ-
ical and atypical male and female faces on a computer screen
for a male–female categorization task. After starting each trial
with the mouse on a central screen location, participants
moved the mouse and clicked the appropriate response field
(MALE or FEMALE) for each face stimulus. Freeman and
Ambady mapped the trajectories of participants’ cognitive
process on each trial and related these to psychological pro-
cesses used when categorizing the face stimuli. They found
that participants were typically Bdrawn^ toward the opposite
gender category when shown an atypical face, before ulti-
mately deciding on the appropriate decision. For example,
when shown a feminine male face, participants’ physical
movements were initially toward the FEMALE response,
even though they ultimately clicked on the appropriate
MALE response.

Mouse-tracking methodology was chosen because it af-
fords the recording and analysis of many important variables.
In MouseTracker specifically, variables we were interested in
include area under the curve (AUC), maximum deviation
(MD), time to maximum deviation (time to MD), and initia-
tion time, among others (Freeman & Ambady, 2010). AUC is
the geometric area between the trajectory made by the partic-
ipant on a trial and an idealized straight-line trajectory toward
the correct response field (Freeman & Ambady, 2010). Thus,
trajectories that initially go toward the wrong response field
(e.g., on the left side of the screen), but ultimately reverse and
end on the correct response field (e.g., on the right side of the

screen) would result in a high AUC value. MD is similar to
AUC but measures the maximum perpendicular deviation
from the idealized straight-line trajectory toward the correct
response field. As a result, AUC and MD are highly correlat-
ed. Time toMD is the time inmilliseconds it takes participants
to reachMD. Finally, initiation time is the time in milliseconds
that it takes for participants to move the mouse off the Start
response field at the beginning of a trial.

We propose that measures of dynamic responding will af-
ford new quantitative and qualitative ways of characterizing
PM retrieval. For example, at what point following the pre-
sentation of a PM cue does one realize that it is relevant to an
intention and requires a deviation from the ongoing-task re-
sponse (e.g., the noticing or verification stage)? Do people
generally slow down their initiation of responses to all stimuli
in the ongoing task, as might be the case if people are more
cautious not to miss PM cues (Heathcote, Loft, & Remington,
2015)? To answer such questions, we implemented a standard
focal versus nonfocal manipulation of PM cues to measure
how mouse tracking measures correlate with different PM
intentions. Focal tasks are those in which processing required
for the ongoing task overlaps substantially with processing
required to notice a stimulus as related to an intention
(Einstein & McDaniel, 2005). Nonfocal tasks are those in
which little such overlap exists, and they generally require
more attentional resources to realize that a stimulus is inten-
tion related. It is well established that responses to non-PM
stimuli are generally slower when participants have been giv-
en nonfocal PM instructions (e.g., respond to any animal
words; Hicks, Franks, & Spitler, 2017; Marsh et al., 2003)
as opposed to focal PM instructions (e.g., respond to the spe-
cific word horse). Mouse tracking may allow us to isolate
where, in the flow of information processing, this slowing
occurs. Do people hesitate before initiating their movement,
or do they make slow, more cautious ongoing movements?
Detection of focal PM cues is also generally better than detec-
tion of nonfocal PM cues. Examining mouse trajectories dur-
ing PM trials will help us to more precisely isolate the time
course of detection. For example, focal PM retrieval is often
interpreted as the result of spontaneous noticing processes
(Einstein & McDaniel, 2005), which could relate to measur-
able differences at earlier stages of responding, relative to
nonfocal trials. During PM trials, this may manifest as an
immediate and direct path to the PM response option.
Alternatively, because spontaneous noticing is theorized to
occur without prior attentional monitoring, such noticing
may occur mid-trajectory, while people are making a typical
ongoing-task response. Yet such noticing should still occur
more rapidly than retrieval in a nonfocal context, because of
the additional categorical retrieval demand of our nonfocal
condition.

In addition to manipulating focal versus nonfocal PM cues,
we used an emphasis instruction as another way of influencing
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PM retrieval. Some participants were told the importance of
responding to the PM cues correctly, others were told to em-
phasize responding quickly and accurately to the ongoing
task, and still others were not given emphasis instructions.
Emphasizing the importance of the PM task improves PM
accuracy in time-based and event-based PM tasks (Kliegel,
Martin, McDaniel, & Einstein, 2001, 2004). Moreover, higher
importance on the PM task should increase the likelihood of a
conscious monitoring strategy and increase response times
(RTs) generally (e.g., Horn & Bayen, 2015), but at which
stage in the ongoing decision remains unknown (e.g., before
the mouse movement begins vs. after).

To our knowledge, one prior published study has used
mouse tracking to investigate the dynamics of PM attentional
monitoring (Abney, McBride, Conte, & Vinson, 2015; see
also Kurtz, 2017). Abney et al. measured the response dynam-
ics of ongoing lexical decision trials while participants antic-
ipated PM cues. Responses to detected cues were issued by a
keypress following the mouse-driven ongoing-task response
(i.e., participants did not abandon the primary task, but
pressed the Bz^ key after clicking their lexical decision re-
sponse with the mouse). Abney et al. measured changes in
movement velocity with mouse tracking and found that suc-
cessful detection of PM cues was associated with a delayed
maximum velocity on correct ongoing-task RTs, relative to
missed PM cue trials. They interpreted this pattern as evidence
of PM cue interference, such that successfully detecting the
PM cue causes interference with the required ongoing-task
response (Marsh et al., 2003; Marsh, Hicks, & Watson,
2002). In addition, peak velocities of non-PM cue lexical de-
cision trials for participants given a nonfocal PM instruction
were higher than those given a focal PM instruction, which
they interpreted as evidence of more controlled monitoring
associated with nonfocal PM conditions. Initiation times did
not differ for focal versus nonfocal conditions, although the
numeric trend was for initiation times to be faster for focal
trials that generated successful PM detection. Finally, they
found a nonsignificant difference in accuracy to detect PM
cues between the focal and nonfocal PM conditions, although
the trend favored the usual advantage for focal conditions
(e.g., Marsh et al., 2003).

A significant change in our methodology is that PM re-
sponses were required to replace the regular lexical decision
response, and we also required a mouse-driven PM response
in a different region of the two-dimensional layout, rather
than requiring the PM response with a keypress following
the LDT mouse response (cf. Abney et al., 2015). We used a
standard lexical decision task (LDT) for our ongoing task, in
which participants made word/nonword judgments by
clicking the appropriate response field (see Fig. 1). The
WORD and NONWORD response fields were each to the
right of the screen-centered lexical decision stimulus. Sham
fields were visible on the left side of the screen, with the

upper-left field being relevant to the PM response instruc-
tions given to participants. Placing the PM response field on
t h e o p p o s i t e s i d e o f t h e s c r e e n f r o m t h e
WORD/NONWORD fields, but vertically in the same posi-
tion as the WORD response field, created a situation in
which the typical response had to change drastically in order
to promote accurate PM retrieval, but would thus provide
evidence of curvature in the trajectory. The positioning of
the WORD and PM response fields also distinguished re-
sponses that traveled more directly to the PM response field
from those that began toward the WORD field and reversed
back toward the PM field. Thus, this feature had the added
benefit of showing obvious qualitative and quantitative
changes in the response dynamics on PM cue trials. As we
suggested earlier, one possibility is that because focal PM
cues are theorized to occur via spontaneous-retrieval pro-
cesses without prior attentional monitoring, the typical
LDT response would be interrupted by a reversal in trajecto-
ry from right to left, as the spontaneous retrieval occurred in
the middle of stimulus processing. In addition, because focal
spontaneous retrieval may occur more quickly in stimulus
processing than in nonfocal retrieval, the measures of MD,
time to MD, and AUC should be smaller for focal than for
nonfocal PM cue trials. A complementary prediction was
that response trajectories might initially travel more directly
to the PM response field if people were more consistently
monitoring for PM cues. This type of direct responding
might be more prevalent following nonfocal instructions
and for PM task emphasis instructions. One might also ex-
pect movement initiation times to be slower for trials asso-
ciated with more attentional monitoring, because people
might wait to verify a stimulus as being intention related
prior to movement.

During the ongoing lexical decision trials (i.e., those in
which PM cues were not presented), overall RTs to words
should be longer for people given a nonfocal instruction
(e.g., Hicks et al., 2017; Marsh et al., 2003). Whether this
slowing affects early or late stages of processing is an open
question. Abney et al. (2015) found that the maximum veloc-
ity for regular lexical decision trials occurred later in time for
people given nonfocal instructions, relative to those with focal
instructions. This would be represented by a longer time to
MD in response trajectory curvature. In contrast, if people in
nonfocal conditions are relativelymore cautious in responding
on all trials (Heathcote et al., 2015), then the initiation of a
mouse movement upon seeing the stimulus might be slower,
with the remaining RT for mouse movements being no differ-
ent for focal versus nonfocal conditions. Finally, the initiation
time might depend on whether the importance of the PM task
has been emphasized, as opposed to an LDT emphasis.
Presumably, more important intentions will prompt caution
in very early stages of the decision, and therefore might slow
down initiation times.
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Method

Participants

Undergraduate psychology students from Louisiana State
University participated in the study for partial class credit or
extra credit. All participants were native English speakers.
Participants were tested individually in sessions lasting ap-
proximately 30 min. A total of 265 participants were random-
ly assigned to seven conditions. Six of the conditions, ranging
in sample size from 37 to 41, formed a factorial crossing of
task emphasis (PM, LDT, or standard) with focality (focal or
nonfocal). We tested an additional no-intention control condi-
tion (n = 37).

Materials

A total of 130 medium-frequency words (four to ten letters
long, HAL frequency 3,000 to 14,000, M = 10,562) and 130
pronounceable nonwords were chosen from the English
Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007). Each participant com-
pleted three blocks, with words and nonwords randomly pre-
sented. The first block consisted of 20 practice trials (ten
words, ten nonwords). The second and third blocks consisted
of 120 trials each (60 words, 60 nonwords). Only the third
block had prospective cues, with the focal cue (the word
animal) or nonfocal cues (each of the words horse, monkey,
rabbit, tiger, elephant, and chicken) appearing on Trials 18,
36, 54, 72, 90, and 108 of that block.

Participants’ task emphasis was manipulated in the focal
and nonfocal conditions by highlighting different aspects of
their performance. To emphasize PM performance, the in-
structions stressed the importance of detecting the PM targets
(e.g., for the focal condition, It is very important that you

press the TOP LEFT button whenever you see the word
BANIMAL^; for the nonfocal condition, It is very important
that you press the TOP LEFT button whenever you see any
BANIMAL WORD^). To emphasize ongoing-task perfor-
mance, the instructions stressed the importance of the LDT
(e.g., It is very important that you make accurate
word/nonword decisions). Additionally, one group each with-
in the focal and nonfocal conditions did not receive instruc-
tions emphasizing one aspect of performance (i.e., they re-
ceived the standard instructions). Finally, a seventh condition
served as a no-intention control, in which each block consisted
of a LDT with no importance manipulation or mention of an
intention.

Procedure

Participants first provided informed consent. The instructions
for the initial practice block were presented on the computer
screen, and participants read the instructions aloud (through-
out the experiment, participants read all instruction screens
aloud). To begin each trial, participants positioned the com-
puter mouse over an BX^ marked on the workstation and
clicked the START response field on the computer screen.
As is shown in Fig. 1, a word or nonword then appeared above
the START field, printed in uppercase 12-point font, and four
response fields (symmetrically at each corner of the computer
screen) became visible. The WORD field was in the top right
corner, the NONWORD field in the bottom right corner, and
two sham fields were in the top/bottom left corners.
Participants made lexical decisions by clicking the WORD
or NONWORD field, and identified PM targets by clicking
the top-left sham field. Throughout each response, the x-, y--
coordinates for the mouse cursor were sampled at 70 Hz
(Freeman & Ambady, 2010). To encourage participants to

Fig. 1 Depiction of the computer screen layout for each trial of the lexical
decision task. Participants had to place their mouse cursor over the
START field (left screen in the figure). Clicking the left mouse button
initiated the appearance of the stimulus screen with its associated

response fields (right screen in the figure). The Xs represent tape on the
tabletop for participants to settle their mouse onto at the beginning of each
trial, depending on preferred handedness
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initiate their responses quickly, trials with movement initiation
times longer than 500 ms were followed by the message BYou
moved the mouse too late.^ There was a 1,000-ms interval
between each trial.

A second block of trials consisted of word/nonword deci-
sions as described above, with 120 trials total. Prior to begin-
ning the third block, participants’ experience differed on the
basis of their condition assignment. For the focal conditions,
participants were instructed to click in the upper-left response
field when the word ANIMAL appeared. Participants in the
focal condition with a PM emphasis were further instructed
that it was very important that they remember to click the top-
left response field when the word ANIMAL was presented.
Those in the focal condition with the LDTemphasis were told
that it was very important that they make accurate
word/nonword decisions. The third focal condition did not
receive an emphasis instruction (standard).

For the three nonfocal conditions, participants were
instructed to click the response field in the top-left corner
when any animal words appeared—for example, BDOG^
(which was not one of the cues shown). The same emphasis
instructions (standard, LDT, and PM emphasis) were given to
separate nonfocal groups. The control group (seventh condi-
tion) was instructed to make word/nonword decisions as they
had done in the previous blocks. They were not given an
intention otherwise.

Upon completion of the three blocks, participants were
thanked for participating and asked to complete a
postquestionnaire. On the postquestionnaire, participants were
asked to reflect on how well they think they did, to recall what
the overall task was, to recall the PM cues, and to recall the
appropriate response to the PM cues.

Results

Data analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS version 23.
Prior to inferential analysis, exclusion criteria were applied
in sequence. First, all trials with mouse initiation times greater
than 500 ms were excluded. This affected 3.5% (n = 40) of all
PM cue trials and 8.1% (n = 2,375) of LDT word stimulus
trials. Second, PM cue trials were considered outliers if their
trajectories either entered all four quadrants of the x, y space
on the screen or entered the response-irrelevant bottom-left
quadrant of the space. These responses (n = 98) represented
8.3% of all PM cue trials. Third, RTexclusion for correct LDT
word trials was conducted for each participant, such that trials
longer than 2.5 standard deviations (SDs) from the partici-
pant’s mean were excluded. This resulted in a further 2.3%
of word trials being excluded across Blocks 2 and 3 (n = 620).
Fourth, participants with less than 60% correct on the ongoing
LDT in either Block 2 or Block 3 were excluded (n = 6). Fifth,
participants with a large proportion of correct but spatially

outlying Bword^ responses in either Block 2 or Block 3 of
the LDTwere excluded (n = 5). These were defined as anyone
with over 50% of correct trials that entered the portion of the
response screen left of the START field (i.e., x-coordinates
less than – 0.15). Sixth, participants were excluded if their
median RT was more than 2.5 SDs beyond their condition
mean for either PM direct or reversal trajectories (n = 4).
Seventh and finally, further participants were excluded if their
Block 2 or Block 3 trials were more than 2.5 SDs beyond their
condition mean for correct LDTword direct or reversal trajec-
tories (n = 4). Thus, 19 participants in total were excluded on
the basis of these collective criteria. We note here that our
results were not affected by these exclusion criteria. The pri-
mary outcomes were consistent even when no trials and no
participants were excluded (see Appx. 1).1 The resulting sam-
ple sizes for each of the primary conditions following these
exclusions are listed in Table 1. For all analyses, the Type I
error rate was set to .05. Post hoc comparisons were conducted
with a per-comparison Ryan adjustment to the Type I error
rate.

PM cue trials: Accuracy

To analyze overall PM accuracy in the third LDT block, we
conducted a 2 × 3 between-groups analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with focality (focal vs. nonfocal) and emphasis
(PM task emphasis, LDT emphasis, standard emphasis) as
fixed factors. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.
The main effect of PM focality was significant, F(1, 205) =
19.92, MSE = 0.09, p < .001, ηp

2 = .09. Participants in the
focal condition (M = .84) were more accurate than those in
the nonfocal condition (M = .66). The main effect of PM
emphasis was also significant, F(2, 205) = 4.53, p < .05,

1 In the review process, this amount loss of data due to exclusions was brought
up as a concern. We argue that our exclusions were done on a principled basis,
to ferret out unusual responses (e.g., mouse trajectories that entered multiple
quadrants of space) or people that were not doing the task well, and to bring the
sample distributions of the data closer to the expectations of normality and
variance homogeneity. Importantly, Appendix 1 reveals that our outcomes did
not depend on the exclusions we applied.

Table 1 Average proportions of correct PM responses across focality
and task emphasis conditions

Emphasis Focality Average

Focal Nonfocal

n M SD n M SD M SD

Standard 35 .89 .20 33 .67 .34 .78 .28

PM 35 .90 .15 32 .70 .25 .80 .21

LDT 36 .74 .36 38 .60 .38 .67 .37

Average .84 .26 .66 .32
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ηp
2 = .04. Post hoc analyses showed that the PM emphasis

condition (M = .81) reliably differed from the LDT emphasis
condition (M = .67), but not the standard emphasis condition
(M = .78). The standard and LDT emphasis conditions did
not differ statistically. The interaction was not significant.

PM cue trials: Response dynamics

Prior to analysis, the computer display was divided into four
quadrants based on the x-, y-coordinate location of the
START field. The boundary of the START field was located
at x-coordinates – .15 (left) to .15 (right) and y-coordinates
.65 (bottom) to .85 (top). For PM trials, trajectories were
divided into four types: direct, reversal, outlier, and PM fail-
ures. Accurate PM target trajectories that entered the upper-
left quadrant from the START field (x-coordinates < – .15
and y-coordinates > .85) were labeled direct PM trajectories
(25.2% of PM trials). Accurate PM target trajectories that
entered the upper-right quadrant (x-coordinates > .15 and y-
coordinates > .85) and then reversed back to the upper left
were labeled reversal PM trajectories (49.8% of PM trials).
Accurate trajectories on PM trials that entered into both
quadrants on the left side of the screen (upper and lower left)
or that entered all four quadrants were excluded as outliers,
as we described earlier (8.3% of PM trials). The remaining
PM cue trials were inaccurate responses (i.e., PM failures).
See Fig. 2 for a visualization of the averaged direct and
reversal trajectories on PM target trials across the focality
factor.

The proportions of PM cue trials resulting in hits were
analyzed with a 2 × 2 × 3 mixed-factor ANOVAwith trajec-
tory type (direct vs. reversal), focality, and emphasis as

factors.2 The main effect of trajectory type was significant,
F(1, 205) = 64.98, MSE = .10, p < .001, ηp

2 = .24, in that
the proportion of PM trials resulting in direct hits (M = .33)
was less than the proportion that were reversals (M = .42). The
main effect of focality was confirmed,F(1, 205) = 19.92,MSE
= .043, p < .01, ηp

2 = .09, with better PM performance in the
focal condition. The main effect of emphasis was also signif-
icant, F(2, 205) = 4.53, p < .05, ηp

2 = .04, replicating the
overall analysis of PM accuracy that did not differentiate tra-
jectory types in the ANOVA model. The PM emphasis and
LDTemphasis conditions were significantly different in a post
hoc analysis, as were the standard and LDT emphasis condi-
tions. Only the standard-versus-PM emphasis comparison was
not significant. No interactions were significant, all Fs < 1.0.
Thus, the overall effects of focality and emphasis replicated
when trajectory type was added as a factor.

Recall that initiation times reflect the time it takes for par-
ticipants to begin moving the mouse following the onset of a
stimulus. The only significant effect from the 2 × 2 × 3 mixed-
factor ANOVA on successful median PM trial initiation times
was that of trajectory, F(1, 136) = 15.37,MSE = 10,414.45, p
< .001, ηp

2 = .10. People took longer to initiate mouse

X-coordinate Position

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Y-
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0.9

1.0

1.1
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1.4

1.5
PM Direct Nonfocal 
PM Reversal Nonfocal
PM Direct Focal
PM Reversal Focal

Fig. 2 Averaged time-normalized response trajectories for correct PM
responses by trajectory type (direct vs. reversal) and focality (focal vs.
nonfocal). The START field is represented at the bottom of the figure but

was shown in the middle of the computer screen, as displayed in Fig. 1.
The PM response field is in the upper left. Not shown is the WORD
response field in the upper right

2 The degrees of freedom in analyses involving trajectory type as a within-
subjects factor are reduced because some participants were missing either
direct trajectories or reversal trajectories, or both, among their PM responses,
and therefore did not enter into the analyses. For the focal conditions, 20
participants produced reversals only, five participants produced direct trajec-
tories only, and a further seven produced neither, representing a loss of 32
participants. The numbers in nonfocal conditions were roughly similar in
proportion, with 25, three, and 13 participants, respectively, representing a
total loss of 41. These were distributed in roughly equal proportions across
the emphasis conditions, although the nonfocal/LDT emphasis condition lost
the most, at 20. Thus, the resulting sample sizes across the 3 × 2 conditions
ranged from 19 to 26.
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movements on trials associated with direct PM trajectories (M
= 318) than on trials associated with reversal PM trajectories
(M = 271). No other effects were significant, all ps > .15.

The median times to MD of the trajectories from idealized
straight lines also showed influences of both trajectory type
and focality. In the 2 × 2 × 3 mixed-factor ANOVA, these two
factors interacted, F(1, 136) = 9.62,MSE = 5,552.39, p < .01,
ηp

2 = .07. Simple main-effect tests demonstrated that the time
to MD for reversals was longer for nonfocal than for focal
conditions, F(1, 136) = 56.99, MSE = 5,659.69, p < .001,
ηp

2 = .31. Nonfocal direct PM responses also took longer to
reach MD than focal direct PM responses, but with a much
smaller effect size, F(1, 136) = 8.00,MSE = 8,202.94, p < .01,
ηp

2 = .06. The remaining measures associated with trajectory
curvature on PM trials—AUC and MD—produced similar
interactions of trajectory type with focality. In each case, sig-
nificant differences were found between nonfocal and focal
conditions only for the reversal PM trials, not for the direct
PM trials.3 The main effect of emphasis condition was not
significant for any of these measures. Summary statistical in-
formation is reported in Table 2.

Overall median RTs for correct PM responses were analyzed
with a similar 2 × 2 × 3 mixed-factor ANOVA. The main effect
of trajectory type (direct vs. reversal) was significant and sub-
stantial in effect size,F(1, 136) = 191.83,MSE = 13,928.42, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .59, but it was qualified by an interaction with
focality, F(1, 136) = 8.76, p < .01, ηp

2 = .06. Simple main-
effect tests demonstrated that reversal RTs were longer for
nonfocal than for focal conditions, F(1, 136) = 24.21, MSE =
17,266.97, p < .001, ηp

2 = .15, but no such difference emerged
for direct PM responses, F(1, 136) = 1.18,MSE = 19,695.30, p
= .28, ηp

2 = .009. The more apparent difference in curvature
seen in Fig. 2 between focal and nonfocal reversal trajectories,
but not for direct trajectories, supports this analysis. The two-
way interaction between focality and emphasis was marginal,
F(2, 136) = 2.86, MSE = 23,303.85, p = .061, ηp

2 = .04.
Nonfocal RTs were longer than focal RTs in the standard em-
phasis condition, F(1, 136) = 16.30, MSE = 11,516.93, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .11, but not for the PM emphasis or LDT emphasis
conditions, smallest p > .19 (largest ηp

2 = .01).

Non-PM cue LDT trial response dynamics

Recall that in Block 2 of the LDT, the intention had not yet
been given to participants. Thus, comparing Block 2 to Block
3 performance tests would showwhether the Block 3 intention
interfered with LDT performance. The no-PM control group
served as an additional control, since no intention was

provided in either block. We conducted a 2 × 7 mixed-factor
ANOVAwith block as a repeated measures factor and group
as a between-subjects factor, to examine accuracy for correctly
identifying word stimuli in the LDT. Only the main effect of
block was significant, F(1, 234) = 31.80, MSE = .001, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .12, all other ps > .09. Accuracy was better in
Block 2 (M = .986) than in Block 3 (M = .974).

Regardless of group (including the no-PM control), in
Block 2 direct trajectories for correct Bword^ responses were
most frequent (M = .81), with fewer reversals (M = .15), and
even fewer outliers (M = .03). Incorrect Bnonword^ responses
were extremely low (M = .02). In Block 3, these respective
means were .76, .17, .04, and .03. Thus, as LDT accuracy
dropped slightly in Block 3, so did the relative proportion of
direct to reversal trajectories. This latter observation was con-
firmed in a 2 × 2 × 7 mixed-factor ANOVA with block and
trajectory type (direct vs. reversal) as repeated measures fac-
tors and group as a between-subjects factor. The main effect of
block, F(1, 234) = 14.35,MSE = .002, p < .001, ηp

2 = .06, was
qualified by a Block × Trajectory interaction, F(1, 234) =
29.51, MSE = .01, p < .001, ηp

2 = .11. Relative to Block 2,
Block 3 produced fewer correct direct trajectories (p < .001,
ηp

2 = .13) but more reversals (p < .001, ηp
2 = .07). It is impor-

tant to note that this pattern of a drop in direct trajectories and
an increase in reversal trajectories across blocks occurred for
all groups, including the no-PM control, which indicates a
general influence of block rather than an effect specific to
the maintenance of an intention in Block 3 for the PM groups.

3 When these simple main effect analyses were performed separately for direct
and reversal trajectories, to allow for maximum statistical power (i.e., instead
of the listwise deletion of trajectory data; cf. note 1), the outcomes and inter-
pretation did not change.

Table 2 Simple main effects of focality for direct and reversal trajectory
types, for various mouse-tracking measures and the overall response
times on correct PM trials

Focal Nonfocal Row simple effect

M SD M SD p Partial η2

Response time (RT)

Direct 991 130 1,016 103 .28 .01

Reversal 1,144 148 1,254 160 < .01 .15

Area under curve (AUC)

Direct 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 .58 < .01

Reversal 0.83 0.39 1.09 0.36 < .01 .10

Maximum deviation (MD)

Direct 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 .56 < .01

Reversal 0.64 0.21 0.81 0.18 < .01 .14

Time to MD

Direct 534 86 577 99 < .01 .08

Reversal 544 61 642 101 < .01 .31

All measures are averaged medians (analyses of the participant means
showed similar results). RTand time toMD are measured in milliseconds.
The two-way interaction between focality and trajectory type was signif-
icant for each of these measures, and p values are not corrected for family-
wise Type I error inflation in this table. Refer to Fig. 2 for the response
trajectories associated with these data
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Next, we analyzed RTand trajectory curvature information,
including initiation time, time to MD, AUC, and overall RT.
Block 3 median RTs for correct word responses for the PM
groups were analyzed separately for direct (M = 966ms across
all intention conditions) and reversal (M = 1,240 ms) re-
sponses. Moreover, because Block 2 RTs for these measures
did not differ statistically across conditions, but correlated
with Block 3 RT (r = .84 for direct trajectories and r = .54
for reversal trajectories), we used Block 2 RT as a covariate in
our analyses. For direct trajectories, a 2 × 3 analysis of covari-
ance (ANCOVA) with focality and emphasis as fixed factors
produced a main effect of focality, F(1, 199) = 11.73, MSE =
3,259.18, p < .001, ηp

2 = .06, with nonfocal conditions (M =
978 ms) being slower than focal conditions (M = 951 ms). A
similar pattern was shown for median RTs on reversal trials,
with a main effect of focality, F(1, 179) = 4.69, MSE =
23,220.64, p < .05, ηp

2 = .026, in which the nonfocal reversal
RT (M = 1,248) was slower than the focal reversal RT (M =
1,199).4 Moreover, a similar ANCOVA revealed that the time
it took direct trajectories to reach MDwas slower for nonfocal
participants (M = 536 ms) than for focal participants (M = 516
ms), F(1, 199) = 12.02, MSE = 1,722.35, p < .001, ηp

2 = .06.
The same pattern was true for time to MD on reversal trials,
F(1, 179) = 6.22,MSE = 9,913.90, p < .05, ηp

2 = .034, which
was longer for nonfocal participants (M = 640 ms) than for
focal participants (M = 603 ms). No significant effects were
found for initiation times, either for direct trajectories, smallest
p > .74, or for reversal trajectories, smallest p > .19.

Consistent with the RT analyses, measures of AUC and
MD for Block 3 word trials were clearly larger for reversal
than for direct responses, producing ηp

2 measures of effect
size greater than .80 with trajectory type as a factor, but neither
measure differed by focality or by emphasis for either direct or
reversal trajectories, all ps > .30. Descriptive statistics for
these measures related to accurate non-PM cue Bword^ re-
sponses in the LDT are available in Appendix Table 5.

Discussion

There are four primary outcomes to summarize with regard to
PM retrieval response dynamics. First, the majority of correct
PM responses were characterized as reversals, in which the

mouse initially traveled toward the WORD response field on
the computer screen but then reversed along the x-axis, to land
on the PM response field. This suggests that people sometimes
retrieved the intention after initiating the manual Bword^ re-
sponse otherwise required by the LDT. A sizeable proportion
of trials, however, were direct responses, in which people
traveled directly from the Start field to the PM response field.
Second, the time to initiate direct PM responses was signifi-
cantly longer than the time to initiate reversals, which may
indicate increased attentional monitoring or preparatory atten-
tion related to the intention on direct trials. This difference in
direct versus reversal initiations did not depend on focality or
emphasis. Third, the proportion of reversals to direct trajecto-
ries was not moderated by focality or by task emphasis. One
might have predicted that nonfocal trials would produce rela-
tively more direct trajectories, under the assumption that peo-
ple are more likely to actively monitor for intention-related
stimuli in the LDT (i.e., to be ready to make a PM response).
Fourth, the reversal response characteristics were different for
the nonfocal and the focal conditions. Nonfocal reversal tra-
jectories had a larger AUC (see Fig. 2), had a longer RT, and
were in x-/y-coordinate dimensions farther away from the ide-
alized straight path (i.e., MD) than were focal reversals. Direct
trajectories were less affected by focality, with only the time to
MD being longer for nonfocal than for focal conditions.

One reviewer of our work was appropriately concerned that
the nature of our focality manipulation might have affected
our results. The concern was that our focal conditions present-
ed a single PM cue six times over the course of the ongoing
task, whereas the nonfocal condition presented six different
animal words as the PM cues. Thus, stimulus repetition over
the course of the experiment might have altered the focal
relative to the nonfocal condition. We appreciate this concern,
and in fact have published data from our laboratory directly
focused on this issue (Hicks et al., 2017). As such, we exam-
ined mouse trajectory information for the first PM trial only as
a comparison. The essential patterns of the data that occurred
for reversal trials all replicated: Nonfocal RT was longer,
nonfocal AUC and MD were larger, and time to MD was
longer for nonfocal reversal than for focal reversal trials.
Although only the overall RT and time to MD metrics created
significant statistical differences, the other metrics were in the
same direction, but had more significant variability in the data
(i.e., the mean differences were very similar, but the standard
deviations were 1.5 times larger). The lack of a difference in
focal versus nonfocal initiation times for reversals was also
replicated. Moreover, even the slight but significant difference
for focal versus nonfocal direct-trial times to MD was repli-
cated. Thus, our overall results reported in Table 2 are consis-
tent with behavior for the first PM trial only.

Our results concerning PM trial response dynamics high-
light the ambiguity in the examination of RT from keypress
PM paradigms. In the typical case, when researchers use an

4 We also showed a nominal slowing of nonfocal direct responses as compared
to the no-PM control group direct responses, in the context of planned com-
parisons of the no-PM control (M = 956 ms) with the focal standard condition
(M = 961 ms), and of the no-PM control with the nonfocal standard condition
(M = 983 ms), using Block 2 RT as a covariate. The latter contrast was signif-
icant, t(97) = 1.83, one-tailed p = .035. This replicated the standard task
interference found in prior work for nonfocal but not for focal conditions,
using only the standard condition as a reference. A similar analysis of reversal
trials showed no significant differences, although interestingly, the focal stan-
dard condition was nominally faster (M = 1,228 ms) than the no-PM (M =
1,240 ms) and nonfocal standard (M = 1,276 ms) conditions.
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ongoing task in which the PM keypress response replaces the
ongoing-task response (e.g., Einstein &McDaniel, 1990), this
change requires using some third key, which confounds man-
ual response movement with the ongoing-task and intention-
retrieval processes. A compromise is to ask people tomake the
ongoing-task response and then the PM response in a subse-
quent phase of the trial, which allows one tomeasure ongoing-
task slowing due to actual PM retrieval, but this renders direct
RT analysis of the PM behavioral response extremely difficult
(e.g., Abney et al., 2015; Marsh et al., 2003; Marsh et al.,
2002). Mouse-tracking methodology allows for a real-time
analysis of how PM retrieval occurs, and at what time point
during the flow of cognitive processing.

We found novel effects in response dynamics for ongoing
LDT trials as well. Replicating prior work (e.g., Marsh et al.,
2003; Smith, 2003) people took longer to make correct
Bword^ responses in nonfocal, relative to focal, conditions in
Block 3 of the ongoing task when the intention was active.
This was true for direct LDT Bword^ responses and nominally
true, but nonsignificant, for reversal responses. Although
mouse movement responses are slower than keypress RTs
(which typically range between 600 and 700 ms), the same
behavioral patterns were observed and more fine-grained re-
sponse patterns could be analyzed. For example, we observed
that the time to MD both for direct and reversal word trajec-
tories was slower for nonfocal relative to focal conditions,
which may reflect general increased attentional monitoring
on non-PM cue trials. This is consistent with an analogous
nonfocal slowing on the direct PM responses: Overall RT
slowing in ongoing-task performance in nonfocal conditions
was revealed as a slightly longer time to reach maximum
deviation, rather than a difference in initiation time.

Response dynamics as related to theories
of event-based PM retrieval

We suggest that the real-time mouse movements during PM
trials and non-PM trials generally support the twomechanisms
posited to underlie PM performance according to the
multiprocess framework (Einstein & McDaniel, 2005;
McDaniel & Einstein, 2000) and the more recent dynamic
multiprocess framework (Scullin, McDaniel, & Shelton,
2013): Retrieval is sometimes supported by attentional moni-
toring and sometimes by spontaneous retrieval processes,
even across trials for a given person and condition (Scullin
et al., 2013). Attentional monitoring is typically implicated
when the ongoing-task RT or other metrics of ongoing-task
performance are impaired while an intention is active (Marsh
et al., 2003; Smith, 2003). Nonfocal conditions have typically
been used tomodel conditions inwhich attentional monitoring
is required for successful PM performance. In contrast, spon-
taneous retrieval occurs when reflexive processes support suc-
cessful PM performance, notably even when attentional

processes are not evident. Subjective experience of spontane-
ous retrieval is associated with feelings that the intention just
Bpopped^ into mind (e.g., Meier, Zimmermann, & Perrig,
2006).

In the case of mouse tracking dynamics, because direct
trajectories for successful PM trials were initiated more slowly
than reversal trials, they may reflect attentional preparation
consistent with a resource-demanding process, potentially
even a target-checking type of process on those trials
(Guynn, 2003; Smith, 2003).Moreover, differences in focality
for overall RT of direct PM responses were not significant,
suggesting that these direct responses may be associated with
preparatory attention regardless of focality. Conversely, we
suggest that reversal trajectories reflect retrieval that occurs
after a regular ongoing-task response has been initiated, per-
haps spontaneous in nature for the focal condition. These re-
versals were different in character for nonfocal as opposed to
focal conditions, in that the movements took longer to com-
plete and had a wider arc (see Fig. 2). That difference likely
reflects a difference in faster specific-word retrieval in focal
conditions versus slower categorical retrieval in nonfocal con-
ditions. Such retrieval should not be necessary if the condi-
tions of the intention are already in mind during conscious
attentional monitoring (i.e., direct responses).

These differences in mouse trajectories may generally re-
veal the utility of the mouse-tracking methodology in reveal-
ing the microstructure of PM retrieval processes over the
course of a trial (Marsh et al., 2003; Rummel, Wesslein, &
Meiser, 2017). As was discussed by Marsh et al. (2003), a
given trial producing successful retrieval should reflect multi-
ple processes, including noticing that a cue is perhaps related
to an intention, verification of this relationship, and retrieval/
coordination of the proper behavioral response. Mouse trajec-
tories likely help to isolate one or more of these processes
from others within an overall RT. One strong possibility is that
time to MD reflects differences in verification of the stimulus
as related to an intention, which should take longer for
nonfocal than for focal retrieval, because our nonfocal condi-
tion was categorical in nature. It is possible also that time to
MD may reflect general familiarity-based cue noticing pro-
cesses. Manipulating response instructions or the set size of
specific cues may help tease apart whether noticing, versus
cue verification or retrospective retrieval of contents, affects
various mouse-tracking measures.

Surprisingly, the relative proportion of direct to reversal
PM trajectories was not affected by the focality and emphasis
manipulations. One might have predicted that if focal condi-
tions are more likely to promote spontaneous retrieval, with a
concomitant drop in attentional resource demands, then they
might have produced a greater proportion of reversal trajecto-
ries than would nonfocal conditions. In contrast, all conditions
produced direct versus reversal trajectories at roughly a 1:2
ratio. This suggests that even for people in nonfocal
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conditions, a major contribution to their PM retrieval came
from individual trials in which the intention popped into mind
after the ongoing-task response was initiated. This could be
consistent with prior theorizing of attentional monitoring as a
waxing and waning process, rather than a process applied
consistently throughout the ongoing task (e.g., Marsh,
Hicks, & Cook, 2005; Scullin et al., 2013). A counter expec-
tation might have been that, if people were monitoring for PM
targets consistently in the form of a target checking process on
the majority of trials (Guynn, 2003), they would be ready to
respond by moving their mouse directly to the PM response
field once a target appears. Our instructions reminding people
to initiate mouse movement soon after the trial began, which is
typical in studies measuring mouse movement data (e.g.,
Freeman & Ambady, 2010; Papesh & Goldinger, 2012),
may have even restricted this possible behavioral outcome
of relatively more direct trials for nonfocal conditions. An
interesting methodological change would be to relax even
further the restriction on mouse initiation to see if people will
naturally be more likely to delay such movement in nonfocal
conditions and travel directly to the PM field. In this case, one
might expect main effects of both trajectory type (direct vs.
reversal) and focality on initiation times.

The issues of initiation time and proportion of reversal
trials brings up an important caveat to our consideration of
monitoring, relative to the static trial starting method we
adopted. Recent work by Scherbaum and Kieslich (2018) sug-
gests that some cognitive paradigms might benefit from a
dynamic starting methodology.5 Dynamic starting methods
require participants to begin mouse movement before a stim-
ulus appears, whereas static methods allow participants to
initiate movement after the stimulus has appeared.
Scherbaum and Kieslich demonstrated in a Simon effect par-
adigm that mouse trajectories were generally more consistent
across trials with a dynamic start as opposed to a static start.
Primary behavioral outcomes, such as the Simon effect itself,
were significant in both starting methods. Nonetheless, mouse
trajectory dynamic effects were smaller and more temporally
compressed in the static starting method. Because the starting
procedure could influence outcomes, one might question what
results wemight have obtained given a dynamic startingmeth-
od. Given the stimulus and response area features shown in
Fig. 1, one key difference with a dynamic starting method is
that the initial mouse trajectories would overwhelmingly be
toward the word/nonword response areas, thereby creating
almost 100% reversal-like PM responses and few or no direct
responses. Thus, it would likely exacerbate the overall char-
acter of the reversal trajectories shown in Fig. 2 (e.g., an even
greater AUC and time to MD). As such, we speculate that our
primary outcomes associated with reversal trajectories would
not change. In other words, the PM RT would be longer for

nonfocal reversals, with a greater AUC, time to MD, and so
forth, than for focal reversals. However, this does mean that
our interpretation of focality differences in direct PM trials
should be made with great caution.

The other obvious difference with a dynamic starting meth-
od is that initiation time becomes unavailable as a potential
factor of interest. As we discussed in the introduction, we had
the expectation that initiation times might be influenced by
whether people were engaging in a relatively consistent mon-
itoring strategy, and that such a strategy might prompt people
to slow down their initiation time in order to consider the PM
response alternative as a stimulus appeared. Such an outcome
might also be consistent with one prediction of the delay the-
ory of PM (Heathcote et al., 2015): namely, that people tend to
slow down their ongoing-task responses when holding an in-
tention. How and when during an entire trial this slowing
occurs is uncertain when using a keypress methodology.
Recall also that our instructions reminded participants to ini-
tiate their responses as quickly as possible on each trial and
that we retained trials for analysis that took no more than
500 ms to initiate. Thus, in practice our paradigm likely was
an amalgam of a static and a dynamic starting procedure. Of
course, whether a dynamic procedure would change the char-
acter of our reported findings is an interesting empirical en-
deavor to be explored.

Another challenge for future work will be to leverage real-
time response dynamics as a means to test theories of PM. As
we suggested earlier, a useful measure from mouse-tracking
paradigms with a static starting method is initiation time.
Isolating this information from the overall RT directly is near-
ly impossible with a keypress methodology. On the one hand,
encouraging people to move the mouse soon upon stimulus
presentation—and certainly with a dynamic starting
method—allows for a more valid interpretation of other as-
pects of the response trajectory (e.g., RT, AUC, and time to
MD). On the other hand, giving people flexibility to begin
mouse movements on their own schedule might reveal re-
sponses better correlated with the flexible use of attentional
monitoring processes. One might imagine that a very con-
trolled, target-checking approach (Guynn, 2003) for every
stimulus would promote a slower initiation time and a higher
ratio of direct-to-reversal movements to a PM response field in
our paradigm. Regardless, the mouse-tracking approach has
obvious empirical benefits over traditional keypress para-
digms. In this sense it should prove to be a good companion
measure to modeling of keypress RT distributions, because of
direct access to real-time, dense sampling of behavior over the
course of a trial response, as opposed to only the distribution
of averaged responses.

In conclusion, we demonstrated patterns of retrieval dy-
namics suggesting that spontaneous retrieval occurs on PM
trials, when people drift toward the typical ongoing-task deci-
sion response but then appropriately reverse toward the PM5 We are grateful to Stefan Scherbaum for raising this important issue.
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response field. In contrast, we argue that trials on which peo-
ple are already prepared for the PM response, such as might be
true when people are engaged in attentional monitoring, pro-
duced more direct mouse movements toward the PM response
field. Unexpectedly, both types of response trajectories oc-
curred in both the focal and nonfocal instruction conditions,
indicating that such instruction conditions may not create con-
sistent monitoring or consistent spontaneous-retrieval con-
texts over a block of trials. This pattern may also reveal evi-
dence consistent with the dynamic-multiprocess view of PM
(Scullin et al., 2013), that people change their monitoring
process over the course of an ongoing task (Hicks et al.,
2017; Rummel & Meiser, 2013). Using the mouse-tracking
methodology to test the assumptions of PM-related constructs
(e.g., focal vs. nonfocal conditions), the microstructure of PM
retrieval processes (Marsh et al., 2003), and the predictions of
PM theories should prove fruitful.

Appendix 1: Data related to Tables 1 and 2
(Tables 3 and 4, respectively), with all
participants and all trials retained (i.e., no
exclusions applied)

Table 3 Average proportions of correct PM responses across focality
and task emphasis conditions

Focality

Focal Nonfocal Average

Emphasis n M SD n M SD M SD

Standard 37 .95 .18 37 .68 .39 .82 .33

PM 38 .98 .05 37 .85 .20 .92 .16

LDT 38 .82 .37 41 .70 .40 .76 .39

Average .92 .25 .74 .35

Table 4 Simple main effects of focality for direct and reversal trajectory
types, for various mouse-tracking measures and overall response time on
correct PM trials

Focal Nonfocal Row simple effect

M SD M SD p Partial η2

Response time (RT)

Direct 991 132 1,015 150 .33 .01

Reversal 1,143 110 1,249 154 < .01 .15

Area under curve (AUC)

Direct 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 .79 < .01

Reversal 0.81 0.45 1.08 0.39 < .01 .10

Maximum deviation (MD)

Direct 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.11 .83 < .01

Reversal 0.62 0.28 0.80 0.19 < .01 .12

Time to MD

Direct 540 93 592 124 < .01 .06

Reversal 544 68 645 84 < .01 .31

All measures are averaged medians (analyses of participant means
showed similar results); RT and Time to MD are in milliseconds; the
two-way interaction between focality and trajectory type was significant
for each of these measures; p values are not corrected for family-wise
Type I error inflation in this table
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Time to MD

Direct* 509 (55) 511 (57) 515 (42) 507 (68) 530 (63) 534 (42)

Reversal* 616 (135) 606 (90) 602 (99) 596 (83) 639 (117) 639 (99)

Averages of medians in all cells with SD in parentheses; the BAdj.^ column indicates Block 3 medians adjusted by a Block 2 covariate. * Significant
difference between focal versus nonfocal comparison of covariate-adjusted Block 3 means–these are bolded values in a given row of the table; except for
initiation time, we found a main effect of trajectory type for all other measures, such that reversal data were significantly larger than direct data
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